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The Best Plays and the Year Book of the Drama in America Der italienische Dichterkomponist Arrigo Boito (1842-1918), der in Deutschland hauptsächlich für seine Libretti zu Verdis Opern Otello und Falstaff bekannt ist, strebte nach dem Ideal eines italienischen Musikdramas als Gesamtkunstwerk aus einer Hand im Sinne Richard Wagners. Das Werk, in dem diese Vorstellung gipfeln sollte, hat Boito Zeit seines Lebens

Dictionary of Music and Musicians

United States of America V. Nerone

The American Aberdeen-Angus Herd Book Imperatore controvoglia e poeta senza talento, Nerone lascia dietro di sé una scia di sangue, che termina soltanto con la sua morte solitaria e violenta. Eppure la sua non è la storia di un mostro, ma quella di un giovane che s'interroga attonito sull'esistenza e, in seguendo la propria ambizione, fallisce. Questo Nerone - lontano dallo stereotipo tramandato da contemporanei non troppo neutrali e ripreso da tanti romanzi - è schiavo della sua fragilità emotiva e prigioniero di una corte corrotta. Lo opprimono la sete di potere della madre Agrippina, l'ombra ambivalente di un Seneca saggio e cortigiano e, più di ogni altra cosa, il senso d'inferiorità nei confronti del fratellastro Britannico, che sembra possedere tutte le doti che a lui sono precluse, a cominciare dalla poesia. Tra i grandi romanzi europei del primo Novecento, Dezsó Kosztolányi evita di ricostruire la Roma antica accumulando nozioni e dettagli: la fa semplicemente vivere, nella perfezione dei dialoghi e dei gesti. Cosparge la crudezza della vicenda di malinconica ironia e racconta il groviglio inestricabile dei sentimenti attraverso una scrittura limpida, che coglie ogni sfumatura della voce interiore dei suoi personaggi. Così, per magia della scrittura, diventa facile identificarsi con un tiranno vissuto duemila anni fa, riconoscere in lui le nostre paure e
le nostre domande, e vedere nell'orrore crescente che lo circonda lo specchio mutevole della condizione umana.

Handel Opera Libretti: Rodelinda ; Alcina ; Agrippina ; Giulio Cesare ; Rinaldo ; Ottone

The Operas of Antonio Vivaldi Choice Outstanding Academic Title for 2015 In this lucid and intelligent guide, John Nerone traces the history of the media in public life. His unconventional account decenters professional journalism from its central role in providing information to the people and reconceives it as part of a broader set of media practices that work together to represent the public. The result is a sensitive study of the relationship between media and society that sheds light on the past, present and future of news and public life. The book demonstrates clearly that the media have always been deeply embedded in social, economic, and political institutions and structures. Large transformations and historical shifts are brought to life in the book through closer study of key moments of change such as the rise of liberal political institutions, the market revolution, the industrial revolution, bureaucratization and professionalization, globalization, and the ongoing digital revolution. By integrating theoretical concepts with detailed and vivid historical examples, Nerone shows how print and news media became entangled with public institutions. The Media and Public Life brings new light on the ways in which people have understood the meaning of a free and democratic media system. It is essential reading for all students and scholars of media, history and society.
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Lorenzo De' Medici's Acquisition of the Sigillo Di Nerone This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
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Nerone, Drama per musica. Ital. & Eng

The poetry of Francesco Nerone : an analysis

Cornellii Taciti Dialogus de oratoribus
Il viaggio di S. Pietro a Roma ed il suo primato nella Chiesa difesi contro i sofismi di un anonimo [in the work entitled, “Impossibilità storica del viaggio di San Pietro in Roma”] Seconda edizione, etc

Il Dramma

Giornale di geologia

Nerone Assuero a Roma di Roberto Hamerling

Violence Against the Press

Nerone e i suci tempi

Istori'a Romana de la Nerone pene la Alexandru Severu, DCCCVI-CMLXXXII [cartea LXI-LXXX], traducere de Angelu Demetriescu

The Media and Public Life

Nerone Rivista di geologia sedimentaria e geologia marina.

Last Acts This book takes a fresh look at the role of the newspaper in United States civic culture. Unlike other histories which focus only on the content of newspapers, this book digs deeper into ways of writing, systems of organizing content, and genres of presentation, including typography and pictures. The authors examine how these elements have combined to give newspapers a distinctive look at every historical
moment, from the colonial to the digital eras. They reveal how the changing "form of
news" reflects such major social forces as the rise of mass politics, the industrial
revolution, the growth of the market economy, the course of modernism, and the
emergence of the Internet. Whether serving as town meeting, court of opinion,
marketplace, social map, or catalog of diversions, news forms are also shown to embody
cultural authority, allowing readers to see and relate to the world from a particular
perspective. Including over 70 illustrations, the book explores such compelling themes
as the role of news in a democratic society, the relationship between news and visual
culture, and the ways newspapers have shaped the meaning of citizenship. Winner of
the International Communication Association Outstanding Book Award
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Acté E Nerone The Da Capo Catalog of Classical Music Compositions exhaustively lists
the works of 132 major composers, from Vivaldi and Bach to Webern and Cage. A classical music lover's dream, it is the only source containing all the essential information about classical compositions within the convenient covers of one volume. Designed for listeners, readers, collectors, and connoisseurs alike, this catalog will be as indispensable an investment as a philatelic catalog is to the postage stamp collector. This catalog will tell you at a glance: which works would complete your collection of Dvoráčík's string quartets; which Gershwin songs appeared in which of his shows; in which Mozart opera the aria "Il mio tesoro" appears; at what age Brahms composed his first symphony; whether Beethoven's Piano Sonata No.14 is the "Moonlight" or the "Waldstein"; and how many symphonies Borodin composed. The Da Capo Catalog of Classical Music Compositions relies on the most authoritative sources. Easy to use and difficult to put down, it will delight anyone frustrated by the inadequacy and inconsistency of existing reference works. The first book of its kind, it will undoubtedly become a well-appreciated companion on your journeys through musical history.
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The Form of News The bewildering world of opera made manageable Covering the most popular and most performed operas from the earliest classics to the present day, this concise edition of The New Penguin Opera Guide is an ideal reference for anyone who is entranced by opera, whether aficionado or novice. Explores the operatic careers of all the great composers? Describes their operas in detail? Notes the best recordings